Freight Portal
The web environment www.veoportaal.ee brings the providers of freight services into
contact with companies and private persons in need of transport. The portal provides free
access to the information related to freight services, cargo and bus tours.
Here you can find a suitable provider of international or domestic freight service in a couple
of minutes. If you are a provider of freight service yourself, you will find here the
information of cargo waiting for transportation. Our portal includes real-time information of
freight carriages and bus tours that are already in progress or scheduled, as well as
information of free cargo space, transport schedules, prices and available means of
transport. The Freight Portal does not mediate transportation as a forwarding agent; the
interested party shall take contact directly with the other party himself in order to negotiate
mutually the terms and conditions related to freight, cargo or bus tours. Offers can be made
via e-mail or by phone.
In this web environment, the companies organizing international transport as well as
Estonian domestic carriers can inform their potential clients of free carriage resource on a
specific period and route. Carrier will be visible to everybody with his vehicles and carriages.
Clients in turn can offer work to the carriers for specific periods and carriage routes or
directions, because as the potential clients they are aware of free or partially used carriage
resource through the portal. The Freight Portal also enables the clients to inform carriers of
their transportation need in real time.
In addition to freight offers, the carriers can search cargo and submit their own offers for its
transportation to the required destination.
Find necessary data in a moment from a vast database
As it is not important for the client, who will transport his cargo to the destination point
under suitable conditions, our portal enables to search the transportation first, and the
specific carrier will be reached when the selection has been made from freight offers.
Sorting of freight and cargo on the basis of markers specified by the user will enable to find
instantly the most suitable offers.
User of the portal will save time
The portal will save time and money of the offerers of freight services as well as the
purchasers of freight services. There is no more need to spend time for searching a suitable
carrier from information directories or waste money on calls to information telephones.
User of the portal will find immediately the object of his search – a suitable carrier or cargo.
When this has been found, the offerer must be contacted using the contact data displayed
in the portal.

Freight resource needing application is visible to everybody
Freight resource of a carrier, that is free in real time or in close future, is visible to
everybody. This enables the carrier to fill better the loading space and/or use carrying
capacity of the vehicle, thus ensuring better loading of means and units of transport.
Transportation need is visible to everybody
In case of need to transport the cargo from one point to another it is sufficient to upload
your transportation need. After that, offers will start to arrive to your e-mail address or you
will be contacted by phone.
Bus owners will also be available to the clients
For bus owners the Freight Portal provides an opportunity to be visible to everybody with
the description and photo of their vehicle. The portal enables to find new clients, expand
the customer base and perform more tours with single clients.
Potential client of a bus tour will find the carrier
Clients of bus tours will get overview of the available means of transport and readiness of
their drivers/owners to make shorter or longer bus tours.
Uploading and use of information is basing on mutual trust
Operation of www.veoportaal.ee and the proceeding benefit to the parties is basing on
mutual trust. The parties in turn should make all efforts to ensure that the uploaded
information is correct in real time, i.e. the whole information is actually valid and has not
lost its value in the course of time. For this purpose the users must enter immediately any
actual changes related to the use of freight resource, cargo and bus tours. If an uploaded
offer of freight, cargo or bus tour is no longer valid, it must be removed immediately or
deactivated, to avoid confusion of other users of the portal.
Operative and professional management of information in the portal will increase reliability
of the company and help to find new clients. Offerers of cargo can increase their value as
clients for the carriers through real-time offers.
The Freight Portal as an environment mediating information related to freight, cargo and
tours does not assume responsibility for real-time validity and correctness of the
information displayed in the portal. Information is entered by carriers and clients, who
update it according to the changing situation.
Two user profiles
The Freight Portal can be visited as a registered or unregistered user. Unregistered users
can search necessary information free of charge. Information about freight and cargo can
be uploaded only by registered users. For this, an offer form shall be filled in. After entry of
the information related to freight or cargo and saving of the entered data on the work
forms of the Freight Portal the whole information will be visible to everybody in real time.
Register and start to use immediately
Registration is quick and convenient. After payment of invoice through an internet bank a
password shall be sent to your e-mail address and you can start to upload data.

Why to register as a user of the Freight Portal?
Carriers will get the following benefits from the Freight Portal:
• You can inform potential clients of your currently free or partially used freight resource.
A carrier is visible to everybody with his vehicles and carriages
• In case of international freight you can find more clients on the route
• Clients are aware of your free or partially used freight resource of your company
• Simple and convenient way to find clients and contact with them
• You will find clients, spending less time and money. As the transportation need of the
clients is visible in the portal, it is easy to take contact and submit your offer
• Drafting and sending of offers is quick and convenient
• Flexible pricing can be used in transportation of full as well as partial loads and freight
by parcels
Transportation clients will get the following benefits from the Freight Portal:
• You can inform carriers of your transportation need in real time. After uploading of the
information related to the cargo into web environment it will be immediately visible to
everyone
• You will get overview of transportation possibilities offered by the carriers in real time.
Overview of the carrier market is quick and convenient. There is no need to browse
information directories or make phone calls to various companies. Whole information is
available conveniently in one place, offers of different carriers can be instantly
compared
• In case of an urgent transportation need you can find instantly a carrier, whose vehicle
will soon be in the area where the cargo should be loaded
• Selection process of a carrier is simple and transparent
• Contacting of a carrier is simple and convenient
• Drafting and sending of a request is simple and convenient
• Selection process of a carrier is less time-consuming and less expensive than before

